
“At Artola, we believe it is fire that brings people

 together outdoors. Fire provides heat to prepare meals. Fire keeps people warm and creates a cosy 

ambience. Most of all, though, fire reaches into people’s hearts and rouses their burning desire to 

reconnect with themselves and each other. Fire kindles the spirit of togetherness.

After creating miracle cookware – pots, pans, smoker ovens and the ‘wonder pan’ – for over 50 years, 

we are now proud  to introduce fiQ, our revolutionary BBQ fire pit crossover.”
Wido van den Bosch / Head Miracles



Artola provides a wide range of products that bring people together and create a heart-warming 
outdoor experience. 
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The fiQ circle consists of a BBQ grill ring and a range 

of seats and (side) tables. This BBQ fire pit cross-

over enables you to prepare delicious meals as well 

as provide an open fire for family and friends to sit 

around and enjoy each other’s company. 

fiQ is modular, with a height-adjustable interface 

that makes the grill interchangeable with other grill 

plates, grids or a wok holder. The AirQontrol air inlet 

enables heat regulation and the easyQlean surface 

and ash tray turn the task of cleaning fiQ into child’s 

play.
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Interface: adjustable
The adjustable interface enables 
the grill to be interchanged with

other grill plates, grids or a wok holder.

AirQontrol
The airQontrol air inlet allows for 
easy heat regulation, resulting in 
better fuel burning and thus less smoke.

Accessory range
Various accessories can be hung on the 
specially designed circular fiQ side table 

and accessory holder.



HOSPITALITY AND 
CATERING CONCEPTS
What is it that attracts your customers?
Sure, the meals and drinks you serve, the
atmosphere, the interior design and where
your business is located will most certainly
influence your customers’ choice. However,
the most important factor is the sense of
connection.

fiQ’s modular hospitality and catering concepts 
provide you with a wide range of complementary 
products with which you can create the atmosphere 
that makes people connect. Once connected, they 
will prolong their stay and feel encouraged to keep 
coming back with friends and family.
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